Painful to Discuss: The Intersection of Chronic Pain, Mental Health, and Analgesic Use among People with HIV
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Abstract

Objective: This retrospective chart review study aims to identify patients in an HIV clinical setting in an area of high HIV prevalence in Atlanta, Georgia, USA who have chronic pain, analgesic prescriptions, and/or mental health diagnoses.

Design: People living with HIV (PLWH) are at higher risk for experiencing trauma, mental health conditions, and chronic pain than their HIV-negative counterparts. This study was designed to evaluate the intersection of these factors within an urban HIV clinic.

Methods: Retrospective chart review study.

Results: Of the adult patients enrolled at an HIV clinic in Atlanta, Georgia USA between 2011-2022 (n=15,970), 93.7% were prescribed analgesics, 40.5% had documented pain diagnoses, and 23.5% had documented mental health diagnoses. Additionally, 14.3% of all enrolled patients had all three factors concurrently.

Conclusions: The complexity of HIV, chronic pain, mental health challenges, and analgesic use demand a patient-centered, collaborative approach including a multidisciplinary care team. Seeing persistent pain among PLWH with a trauma-informed approach to care within the lens of co-occurring mental health diagnoses will allow us to better understand, treat, and sustain patients in life-saving HIV care.
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Introduction

Chronic pain has been widely defined as lasting beyond normal tissue healing time, delineated at three months since time of pain onset (International Association for the Study of Chronic Pain) [1,2]. Accepted treatment for chronic pain pairs pharmacological and non-pharmacological, multifaceted pain management that considers the biopsychosocial nature of pain [3,4]. Pharmacological treatment guidelines are based on individual patient circumstance and past medical history [5]. The World Health Organization (WHO)'s Analgesic Ladder has been widely accepted as a guided approach to use of analgesics for chronic pain [6]. Non-pharmacological management of pain is noted to encompass behavioral, cognitive, integrative, and physical therapies to encourage tissue healing while restoring functional mobility [7]. Notably, exercise appears to produce analgesic effects for chronic pain when appropriately dosed and should be considered as a key non-pharmacologic component of pain management [8]. Physical activity and cognitive behavioral therapy have been shown to help modulate chronic pain as well as improve overall health and quality of life in individuals [9,10].
Chronic pain is one of the most frequently reported symptoms in PWH and can have drastic impacts on patient quality of life [12]. One analysis of PWH over a three-year period found that 55% of subjects reported experiencing pain, and among those subjects, 82% of subjects described their pain as severe or very severe [13]. Other investigations have found that chronic pain affects patient retention, and is possibly related higher rates of virologic failure [14]. Even if HIV is virologically controlled by anti-retroviral therapy (ART), chronic pain often persists and has been found to have a multifactorial etiology [12]. As with other chronic pain, women are more likely to have chronic HIV-related pain and are at a higher risk for under-treatment of their pain [12]. Persistent pain frequently has drastic impacts for PWH, as it often has complex relationships with mental health, care retention, and adherence to treatment [14-16]. A potential weakness in these analyses is that they rely on self-reported pain, which may be inconsistent and impacted by a variety of factors [17].

Long-term analgesic use for PWH is more complex due to high prevalence of comorbid mood disorders, substance abuse histories, hyperalgesia, and drug interactions [18,19]. Persons living with HIV on ART may be at higher risk for potential drug-drug interactions (pDDIs) due to polypharmacy, including between over-the-counter and prescription analgesics and ART [17,20-22]. HIV enters the brain within 4-8 days after initial infection and establishes CNS reservoirs, even in the context of ART [11]. Opioid analgesics impact immune cells via opioid receptor binding and cross desensitization with chemokine receptors. Therefore, opioid use in PWH can be controversial within the complex relationship between opioids and HIV in the CNS [11]. Recent studies found that following a course of physical therapy, PWH reported decreased pain and decreased usage of NSAIDs, acetaminophen, and neuropathic pain medications; however, opioid usage remained the same [15,23]. This can be attributed to the fact that weaning of opioids is a more complex issue correlated with prior substance abuse and nuances in mental health, thus requiring more time and intervention to cease its use [24]. Consequently, physical therapy should be considered an effective means of treating pain in this patient population [15].

Taking a biopsychosocial lens to chronic pain requires a complementary, diverse framework via multiple health care disciplines. Current protocols have shown that an integrative multidisciplinary approach including physical therapy and behavioral health interventions yields benefits beyond physiological pain management including decreased reliance on analgesics and reduction in unnecessary medical intervention [4].

Trauma and HIV

Trauma is defined by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) as “an event experienced by an individual physically or emotional harmful and/or life-threatening and that has lasting adverse effects on an individual’s functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-being” [33]. It is estimated that 51-81% of all adults in high-income counties, such as the US, have experienced a minimum of one traumatic event, with a great portion of those same individuals reporting experiencing multiple traumatic events throughout their lifetime [34]. There is an even higher prevalence of trauma among PWH: one study estimates that 68%-98% of women, 68%-77% of men, and 93% of transgender people with HIV within the United states have experienced some sort of trauma, with 30% of all HIV infected individuals experiencing physical and/or sexual abuse before the age of 13 [34]. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among PWH is as high as 74% compared to only 8% among the general US population [29]. Once trauma is experienced, it can affect individuals well beyond the initial incident, resulting in lasting emotional and physical consequences. Those who have experienced trauma are also more likely to experience a higher incidence of pain, more pain conditions, and increased severity of pain in comparison to their HIV-negative counterparts [34,35]. Up to 50% of PWH with chronic pain report having PTSD in comparison to only 6-12% of their HIV negative counterparts [35]. While this likely has a multifaceted etiology, this may be at least partially attributed to lower thresholds for physiologic pain found in those with both chronic pain and trauma exposure [35].

A systematic review of mental health interventions for PWH in low and middle-income countries reports that HIV and mental health are bidirectional, indicating that living with HIV increases the risk of experiencing a mental health condition, but having a mental health condition also increases one’s risk of contracting HIV [32].

Effectiveness of treatment for PWH has made significant strides in the past three decades with early and consistent care. Early initiation of ART has been confirmed to reduce the risk of developing HIV opportunistic illnesses, increase life expectancy, improve access to supportive services, and improve overall quality of life [36,37]. However, there are a multitude of system-related and patient-related barriers that affect the ability to access and receive proper treatment for individuals living with HIV. System-related barriers can include insurance or financial constraints, lack of access to HIV specialty providers and privacy concerns [37]. Common patient-related barriers can include mental health and substance use disorders, limited social support, avoidance and denial of status, and HIV stigma [37]. HIV-related stigma continues to be highly correlated with decreased consistency with ART, limited access to medical care and decreased quality of life in PWH [36,38]. Eliminating system-related and patient-related barriers is essential to providing effective and necessary treatment to individuals living with HIV to successfully improve their overall quality of life.

People with HIV are at higher risk for experiencing trauma, mental health conditions, and chronic pain. Taking a biopsychosocial lens to chronic pain requires a complementary,

Methods

Inclusion criteria for this study included adult HIV-positive individuals older than 18 years of age, enrolled at the Ponce de Leon Center in Atlanta, Georgia, the USA with a listed chronic pain diagnosis, and/or mental health diagnosis, and/or analgesic since the inception of the HIV Data Registry in 2011 (n = 16,798).

This study was deemed exempt from Institutional Review Board review from the authors’ home institution, as it only utilized secondary data from de-identified patient charts. Data was collected from The Emory Center for AIDS Research (CFAR) HIV Disease Registry application at Grady Health System. The Registry contains data abstracted from the electronic medical records (EMR) of patients who received medical treatment at the Ponce de Leon Center IDP since 2011. The CFAR application is self-contained, served through a stand-alone HIPAA compliant Oracle-based connection hosted on Emory servers, with no connection or interface to any patient records system, desktop-installed component, or other external systems. It contains individual-level patient data including demographics, encounter information, diagnostic codes, and laboratory data on over HIV-positive persons. Data security is maintained via secured two-factor authentication with VPN access only. Data was collected and organized by one designated data analyst from the HIV Disease Registry and shared with the Primary Investigator via a password-protected document emailed securely within the home institution’s server.

Data was collected for two periods of time. The first timeframe (Sample 1) spanned from the inception of data monitoring by the Data Registry in 2011 until 2022. The second (Sample 2) spanned a two-year time frame from 2020 to 2022. The Sample 2 timeframe was chosen to examine whether these percentages changed over time and if they were affected significantly by the COVID-19 pandemic years. Analgesic use was considered present if listed twice over a period of at least 90 days from the lists of classes on the NIH National Library of Medicine Rx Classes including: analgesics [42], non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents [43], opioid analgesics [44], and opioids in combination with other non-opioid analgesics [45], in addition to Pregabalin, Duloxetine, and Gabapentin. Mental health diagnoses included the following conditions, identified using ICD codes: depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, psychological trauma, and physical and sexual abuse (Appendix 1). Pain diagnoses included the ICD-10 codes for generalized pain, chronic pain, neck pain, pain in joint, shoulder pain, ankle pain, knee pain, hip pain, lumbago, lower back pain, thoracic pain, pain in limb, unspecified idiopathic peripheral neuropathy, headache, osteoarthritis, sciatica, and neuropathy (Appendix 2). Quantitative analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel software. Data collected from the registry was inserted, organized, and numerically coded through Excel (Appendix 3) [15].

Results

Data was collected examining the intersection of chronic pain, mental health diagnoses, and analgesic use among adults (over age 18) with HIV enrolled at the Grady Ponce de Leon Center from 2011-2022 (n=15,970).

Figure 1 details People with HIV enrolled at the Grady Ponce de Leon Center 2011-2022. Figure 2 shows Pain, Analgesics and Mental Health Diagnoses, 2011-2022.

Of the adult patients enrolled at the Grady Ponce Center with HIV since 2011 (Sample 1, n=15,970), 93.7% of patients (n = 14,991) were prescribed analgesics, 40.5% of patients (n = 6,474) had documented pain diagnoses, and 23.5% of patients (n = 3,758) had documented mental health diagnoses. Additionally, 14.3% of patients (n = 2283) had documented analgesic use, pain diagnoses, and mental health diagnoses together (Figure 2).
Sample 2 data was collected examining the intersection of chronic pain, mental health diagnoses, and analgesic use among adults (over age 18) with HIV enrolled at the Grady Infectious Disease clinic from 2020-2022 (n= 6400).

**Figure 3** shows enrolled patients at Ponce Center from 2020-2022. **Figure 4** shows Pain, Analgesic and Mental Health Diagnoses, 2020-22.

From **Figures 3** and **4**: Of the adult patients enrolled at the Grady Ponce Center with HIV from 2020 - 2022 (n=6,400), 44.2% of patients (n = 2,829) were prescribed analgesics, 21.0% of patients (n=1,346) had documented pain diagnoses, and 26.5% of patients (n = 1,693) had documented mental health diagnoses. Additionally, 5.2% of patients (n = 331) had documented concurrent analgesic use, pain diagnoses, and mental health diagnoses.

The percentages of enrolled patients with all documented factors decreased during the years of 2020-2022 **(Table 1)**:
Figure 3. Enrolled patients at Ponce Center, 2020-2022.

Figure 4. Pain, Analgesic, and Mental Health Diagnoses, 2020-22.

Table 1. Change in Diagnosis Prevalence, Samples 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2011-2022</th>
<th>2020-2022</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analgesic use only</td>
<td>14,991 (93.9%)</td>
<td>2,829 (44.2%)</td>
<td>↓ 52.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain diagnosis only</td>
<td>6,474 (40.5%)</td>
<td>1,346 (21%)</td>
<td>↓ 48.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health diagnosis only</td>
<td>3,758 (23.5%)</td>
<td>1,693 (26.5%)</td>
<td>↑ 12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection of all three</td>
<td>2,283 (14.3%)</td>
<td>331 (5.17%)</td>
<td>↓ 63.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

People with HIV (PWH) are at higher risk for experiencing trauma, mental health conditions, and chronic pain than their HIV-negative counterparts. These overlapping complexities demand a multi-layered approach to understanding, treating, and improving quality of life for PWH. In our study of adults enrolled at an urban HIV clinic in an area of high HIV prevalence, data revealed that across 11 years from 2011 through 2022 (n=15,970), 14.3% experienced an intersection of all three variables of chronic pain, analgesic use, and mental health diagnoses, including trauma. With the same patient population across a 2-year period from 2020 through 2022 (n=6,400), 5.17% (n=331) experienced an intersection of all three variables.

Currently there is limited research about how these three variables - all more prevalent among PWH - intersect and affect individuals within the complexity of HIV. While the effectiveness of treatment for PWH and the provision of earlier and more consistent care have been greatly enhanced in the last few decades, there are still great strides to be made to provide optimal care. System-related and patient-related barriers often prevent the proper treatment for those living with HIV. Considering the majority, nearly 100%, of those with an HIV diagnosis at the Grady Ponce Center in Atlanta are prescribed analgesics while only 40.5% had a documented pain diagnosis, we must consider all the variables included in a patient’s experience of and treatment for pain.

The percentages of enrolled patients with all documented factors (pain, analgesic use, and mental health diagnoses) decreased during the years of 2020-2022, which were the peak years of the COVID-19 pandemic. This may be due to the fact that clinic visits decreased during this time overall, and/or that patients’ visits were shorter and therefore focused on HIV status more than chronic diagnoses.

The widely accepted best practice for treating individuals with chronic pain utilizes a biopsychosocial framework to address the multiple facets that inform a person’s pain experience. It is significant that our data shows relatively low pain diagnoses when compared to prescribed analgesics and highlights the need for a multi-faceted approach to pain and close documentation of pain within an HIV clinical visit. If pain is being underdiagnosed while analgesic prescription remains high, it may foster worse outcomes, drug interactions or medication dependence if the analgesics being prescribed have habit-forming qualities. Measuring any analgesic use over a period of 11 years may not be correlated with chronic pain, as patients often utilize analgesics for acute and/or temporary pain. By looking at the intersection of chronic pain and analgesic use, we hoped to capture analgesics being used in a long-term context.

The higher prevalence of chronic pain and trauma among PWH is well documented, as is the connection of trauma and chronic pain in non-HIV specific populations. The event of being diagnosed with HIV can be traumatic in itself due to the social stigma surrounding the disease and the complications that can arise from the disease progression. Given this, it is notable that only about one quarter of PWH enrolled at the Grady Ponce Center have diagnoses of mental health disorders. Ultimately, best practices for treatment of pain in PWH require efficient identification of accompanying individual health conditions including mental health.

The complexity of chronic pain is best addressed with a holistic, interdisciplinary framework in all clinical settings, including HIV care. Implementing a sustainable, collaborative approach to persistent pain with a patient-centered team can improve clinical communication and improve patient outcomes [46].

This study presented several limitations. One limitation is that only prescribed analgesics were accounted for in the data. Any analgesics obtained over the counter, street drugs (heroin, fentanyl), and usage of prescription-grade analgesics not prescribed to the patient (i.e. taking a friend or family member's medication or purchasing them in a private transaction). A second limitation is regarding the number of individuals with a mental health diagnosis. Patients may not have received an official ICD-10 code if the mental health condition was solely acknowledged in the subjective portion of documentation and therefore not included as a separate diagnosis during the visit. Finally, another limitation is that this sample size was only from one site - the Grady Ponce De Leon Center in Atlanta, GA. Physical therapy (PT) is a widely accepted means of managing chronic pain and there is a growing body of research to support PT for chronic pain among PWH. However, there is currently only one HIV treating physical therapist working at the Ponce De Leon Center. While the clinic utilizes a collaborative healthcare approach, there is limited availability for patients to receive PT treatments.

Conclusion

This study provides insight within a representative sample to better understand the intersection between pain, analgesic use, and mental health among PWH. However, there are gaps in the literature about how these factors interact with one another, specifically in those living with HIV. This study informs a direction for better understanding these relationships to provide a multi-disciplinary and integrative approach to care for PWH to improve overall quality of life. With these findings, there is an intent to create a screening tool to better identify candidates for physical therapy and mental health services in order to provide more successful and holistic approaches to treating individuals with HIV experiencing chronic pain and mental health challenges.

Currently, there is limited provision of holistic and interdisciplinary care for chronic pain in all settings - including HIV - which has been shown to be the most successful when
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